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Bubles Champagne Inspirations

HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
Bye Bye 2020...

Hello 2021!
Let's Welcome the New Year
with a

This is the perfect time to
break in your beautiful
stemware and pour in the
finest bubbles from your
Vintage bottle!
BUBLESCHAMPAGNE.COM
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CHAMPAGNES

Even though Non Vintage Champagnes are absolutely

"My tastes are simple,
I am easily satisfied
with the best"
Sir Winston Churchill

amazing and massively produced to satisfy the
demands; tasting a beautiful Vintage Champagne bottle
feels like drinking the best of the best.
New Year's Eve is the perfect occasion to splurge on a
luxurious bottle or send a Bubles Vintage Champagne
Gift to welcome the New Year. It is perfectly fine to
send Holiday Gifts throughout January.
Here are a few of our favorite Vintage Champagne
bottles to help you with your celebration without
breaking the bank in these vintages 2012, 2009, 2008,
2006,2004,2002 in recent decades. We also recommend
to look for “Premier Cru” or “Grand Cru” on a label.
this will indicate that the Champagne is from top

Pol Roger 2009 Vintage Prestige Cuvée
Maturation in the deep cellars of Pol Roger results in
a wine with a very fine mousse
and intense and extraordinarily complex layers of
fruit, exotic spice and minerality. With
immense pride and joy, Pol Roger created this
prestige cuvée to honor Sir Winston and is made
in a style of which he would approve. The precise
blend is a family secret and is produced only
in the finest vintages. This cuvée was composed of
grapes from the same plots that were
sourced to produce Churchill’s favorite vintages, such
as the excellent 1928. “SWC” has been
called the “greatest luxury cuvée of modern times.”

quality vineyards. Available at
Bubleschampagne/gifts.com

BUBLESCHAMPAGNE.COM

Rare Champagne 2006 Vintage
has received top awards and rave reviews including
Wine Spectator who scored this 96 points saying
"Aromas and flavors of toasted brioche and grilled
nut enrich the yellow plum, nectarine and grated
ginger notes of this rich and creamy Champagne.
Finely woven and beautifully integrated, with a firm
backbone of mouthwatering acidity providing
precise balance for the lush range of flavor.
Drink now through 2029.
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Dom Perignon 2008 Vintage
Famous Champagne house Perignon only produces
vintage-dated bottles, all of which are aged up to seven
years prior to release. This 2008 bottling marks one of
the best years in champagne-making: in a year of
overcast skies, the start of harvest had opened up the
weather, resulting in strong vines and riper grapes
than usual. This complex Champagne offers both
warmth and freshness. Opening up with white flowers,
citrus and stone fruit, it's enhanced by aniseed and
crushed mint with aromas of spicy, woody and roasted
notes.
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Louis Roederer 2012 Vintage Brut
2012 season in Champagne was one of two
challenges—a rainy spring-reduced yields and a
hot August hastened the ripening process. Still, the
best houses, like Louis Roederer, were prepared for
these roadblocks. With smaller and reduced grape
clusters, and because unusual late-harvest heat
helped ripen the grapes, the year produced
spectacularly rich Champagnes, and this vintage
brut is no exception. Persistent and delicate beads
cascade in a steady stream revealing lemon citrus,
white flowers, flinty notes and toasted almonds.
Full-bodied and silky with rich citrus and crushed
stone minerality, this brut is best consumed
starting in 2020.

Perrier-Jouet Belle Epoque Vintage 2012
One of the more elegant Champagnes of the 2012 vintage,
Perrier-Jouët's cuvée blends together 50% chardonnay, 45%
pinot noir and 5% pinot meunier from five crus—Cramant,
Avize, Ay, Mailly and Dizy. Translucent gold in color with
radiant emerald hues, this Belle Epoque Brut Champagne offers
notes of fresh white flowers, stone and orchard fruit, as well as
lemon zest with a creamy mouthfeel and mineral finish.
The bottle is a beauty, with gold-etched, white Japanese
anemone flowers that echo the highly-stylized, ornamental Art
Nouveau fashion of the late 1890s and early 1900s.

Please visit our Special Cuvées and Vintage Champagne bottles page to view our exquisite list.
BUBLESCHAMPAGNE.COM
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THANK YOU!
Your Bubles Champagne gift
purchases helped raise
$550
to feed our LA Families.
MUCH LOVE
Maya

BUBLESCHAMPAGNE.COM
We greatly appreciate your review on our Yelp page

Entwistle

OUR

NEXT

EDITION

JANUARY

2021

2021!
Looking forward
to helping you
with all your gifts
in 2021!
PLEASE KEEP SAFEAND SET COURSE FOR BRIGHTER DAYS AHEAD
Maya

Entwistle

BUBLESCHAMPAGNE.COM
We greatly appreciate your review on our Yelp page

